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Helen Keller, honorary vice president of the National Society for the Preven-

tion of Blindness, celebrated her 75th birthday in 1955 in a fashion

typical of her selfless devotion to the cause of mankind. In a world

tour, sponsored by the American Foundation for Overseas Bhnd,

she carried her message of recognition for the rights of the blind

and of reminder to those who need to protect their own vision.

Hosts of people greeted her as a symbol . . . and as a person.



Three Down... More To Go

You who are aiding our efiForts in the prevention of

blindness have reason for gratification in the accom-

plishments of the year just past, for 1955 was a fruitful

year. It witnessed consolidation of the dramatic victory

won by research over that eye disease with the difficult

name—retrolental fibroplasia—the cause of blindness in

premature babies.

Up to last year, no one could be sure that RLF could

be prevented. Now we know it can be, and is being

prevented.

Much of this annual report of the National Society

for the Prevention of Blindness is devoted to the RLF
story—the victory of the past and the hope of the

future. In these pages you will find proof that the

battle against blindness is gaining results.

Whether you are aiding in this struggle as a research

worker, a volunteer participant or a contributor of

funds, you will find great satisfaction in what you have

helped to bring about. The Society has drawn its

strength from your strength; and with strength renewed
it will move forward.

The causes of and means of controlling three impor-

tant eye diseases—babies’ sore eyes, trachoma and now
retrolental fibroplasia—have been discovered; the dis-

eases themselves are vanishing. But more—many more
—remain.

It is the continuing task of your Society to master

those that remain to the end that all people may some-

day be able to enjoy the advantages of good vision

throughout their lives.

It is impossible to review the events of the Society’s

last year without realizing the magnitude of the task

ahead. Blindness is increasing with the growing popula-

tion and the lengthening of the span of life.

It is heartening to know from the results of 1955, that

the enemy yields to our pressure. With your continuing

support, that pressure will grow.

Mason H. Bigelow
President



THE DEFEAT OF RLF

Aggressors were abroad in the world of 1941; nations

were endangered, lives at stake.

An anxious America watched hostile fires as they

lapped closer to our shores; before the year was out,

the grim urgencies of the times were to burst with the

bombs ov'er Pearl Harbor.

With enemies seemingly everywhere, no American

imagined that an unseen and unsuspected foe was about

to launch a vicious attack upon our most helpless citi-

zens—tiny, prematurely born babies. No one could have

guessed then that in barely more than a decade the new,

unknown enemy would bring infant blindness into

eight thousand American homes.

First suspicions that the attack had begun were

raised in Boston, where the late Theodore L. Terry,

M.D., discovered that what had appeared to be a case

of congenital cataract in an infant under his care was

not cataract, but something else . . . something else

never before noted in ophthalmological records.

Communicating with colleagues in many places,
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Dr. Terry found that the new enemy had left his dark

tracks in the eye.s of other infants, blinded, as was his

first Boston case, by the “something else.”

Dr. Terry sounded the alarm. Reporting in February,

1942, in the American Journal of Ophthalmology, he

discussed the cases he had observed, noting that “all of

the infants were premature, all weighed three pounds

or less at birth, and no evidence of hereditary factors

has been found.”

He added: “In view of these findings, perhaps the

complication should be expected in a certain percent-

age of premature infants. If so, some new factor has

arisen in extreme prematurity to produce such a

condition.”

Dr. Terry was right; a “new factor” had arisen,

indeed. Its elimination was to take ten years.

The condition resulting from the new factor was

given the name retrolental fibroplasia, because it ap-

peared that a fibrous growth in back of the lens of the

premature eye was responsible for the blindness.



Early reports of the incidence of the new eye disease,

called RLE in its shortened form, were so spotty that

the full nature of the intruder’s threat was not at first

appreciated. RLE seemed to happen only in a few cities

at a time, and only in a few hospitals in those cities . . .

at a time. Eacts were hard to come by; the enemy was
well camouflaged, hidden as it was beneath the bene-

ficent cloak of what was thought to be the premature

infant’s greatest boon, the all-too-free use of oxygen-
life-saving oxygen.

The Search Begins

But the pursuit of RLE did not turn in the direction of

oxygen in the 1940’s; there was no logical reason why
it should. Investigators sought clues in every corner

reason could brighten.

One by one, hopeful hypotheses had to be discarded.

RLE in the premature child was not the result of a

prenatal vitamin deficiency in the mother, nor of infant

feeding itself; RLE was not the result of a congenital

disease; RLE was not caused by the too-early exposure

to light of the babies’ young eyes.

Eurther, it was observed that RLE occurred in s arv-

ing degrees of severity in its many young victims.
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By April of 19.51, a conference of pediatricians and
ophthalmological research workers from all over the
country, meeting at New York University-Bellevue
Medical Center to study the status of RLE, could con-
clude only that the causative agent was not known,
and neither was any method of treatment.

A Decisive Move

At this point, the National Society for the Prevention
of Blindness initiated a comprehensive study of the

geographical incidence of the disease.

The Society took a further step; it was to prove a

decisive one. It formed a committee of ophthalmologists

and pediatricians to spearhead a coordinated counter-

attack upon RLE. V. Everett Kinsey, Ph.D., of the

Kresge Eye Institute, Detroit, accepted the chairman-

ship and the executive director of the National Society

became its secretary.

A subcommittee, headed by Algernon B. Reese,

M.D., Clinical Professor of Ophthalmology at Columbia
University’s College of Physicians and Surgeons, New
Y'ork, prepared a classification of the various stages of

RLE which was accepted by national ophthalmologic

societies. This standardization enabled research reports



on both causative factors and possible treatment meth-

ods to be more meaningful.

Bv 1953, the National Society’s statistical studies

showed that nearly 50 percent of all the blindness

among children of preschool ages was due to RLF, the

enemy whose masked presence had not been felt until

1941.'

Clues Reported

Meanwhile, from many directions there had come in-

sistent theories that oxygen-the sustainer of life -

was somehow involved in this tragic, baffling mystery.

From England, from Australia, from centers in the

United States came reports that there appeared to be

less RLF blindness than usual among premature infants

whose oxygen administrations had been carefully

controlled.

On October 15, 1952, the National Society’s Com-

mittee on RLF, believing that the oxygen theory should,

of necessity, be proved or disproved without delay, set

activities in motion which resulted, with the interest of

the U.S. Public Health Service Institute on Neurological

Diseases and Blindness, in the mobilization of 18 hos-

pitals and at least 75 ophthalmologists, pediatricians
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and research workers to determine the culpability of

oxygen. The effort was sustained financially by funds

from the federal Public Health Service, the National

Foundation for Eye Research, and the National Society,

which, in turn, was aided by grants from the E. Matilda

Ziegler Foundation, the Foundation for Vision and the

General Service Foundation. By agreement, some of

the premature patients in the nurseries were to receive

routine administrations of oxygen; others were to re-

ceive curtailed amounts, consistent with their require-

ments for survival.

Findings Reached

In a few months, it became apparent that the oxygen

theorists were on solid ground. Further, animal experi-

mentation and clinical studies by Arnall Patz, M.D.,

supported by the Prevention of Blindness Society of

Metropolitan Washington and, later, by the National

Society itself, as well as the federal institute, added

evidence of substantial weight.

The coordinated national study committee was able

to report its conclusive findings in September of 1954

;

overuse of oxygen among premature babies of low

birth weight carried with it the hazard of RLF.



The Consolidation

The year 1955, the year of the consolidation of the

vietory, was spent in placing into the streams of medical

knowledge and practice the fruits of the research of

the years before. Medical journals carried editorial

warnings of the overuse of o.xygen. State health depart-

ments, using information pro\ided by the National

Society, alerted hospitals in their areas to the need for

precisely controlled procedures in the care of the

premature.

The results of the effort are already apparent. Dra-

matic drops in the annual incidence of blindness due to

RLF are being reported from all areas where the new
procedures are in effect. Within a matter of months,

retrolental fibroplasia, when it does occur, will ha\ e to

be described as an accident, and a usually prex entable

one at that.

Whose Victory Was It?

The early days of the National Society were occupied

with its fight against ophthalmia neonatorum, or

“babies’ sore eyes.” Before World War I, this disease.
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like RLF immediately after World War II, was the
leading cause of blindness among young children. \
concentrated effort, continuing today, has virtually

wiped it out. Research and effort eliminated trachoma
as a major cause of blindness in America. Research and
effort ha\e defeated RLF.

Whose research?

Whose effort?

The scientists and doctors? Partly.

The organizations which participated? Partly, too.

But you, the members and friends of the National

Society for the Prex ention of Blindness, had a large and
important part in this bright x ictory, too. Your financial

support, freely and generously given, put muscle into

the research plans, put strength in the hands of those

on the front line of this x ictorious battle.

The x ictory is yours to share, as are the thanks of the

countless thousands of future premature infants yet

to be born into a world they xvill be able to see.

And the challenge of the other enemies of x ision is

yours to share, also. The challenge of the other eve

diseases can be met only by more muscle for more

research, more strength for more front-line battles,

more means for more victories.



Nature ot the Challenge

Blindness, the great enemy vve seek to destroy, still

stalks the land and casts its dark shadows.

For many Americans-an estimated l,0()0,00()-this

relentless foe appears in the form of glaucoma, a blind-

ing eye disease whose cause is still unknown.

Glaucoma is a disease of pressure, inside the eye.

As inner eye tension mounts, pressure is exerted against

the retina, squeezing it gradually and destroying its

power to transmit visual images to the hrain. As of

today, glaucoma cannot be cured; its damage can be

halted in most cases, however, if its presence is detected

early and treatment is started immediately.

In addition to sponsoring investigations into the

causes of this “sneakthief” of sight, the National Society

for the Prevention of Blindness aided in part by a grant

from the Julia R. and Estelle L. Foundation, continued

in 1955 to disseminate through medical channels every

possible grain of new information relating to the

diagnosis and treatment of glaucoma.

To reinforce, at grass-roots levels, an understanding

of the need for early detection of glaucoma, a special

informational film produced by the Society was widely
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distributed in 1955, being shown to audiences of physi-

cians and nurses in 33 states, the District of Columbia

and two foreign lands.

Health Education Helps

Because at least one-half of the million Americans esti-

mated to have glaucoma are unaware the disease has

begun its attack on their eyesight, the Society during

1955 waged an intensive campaign of public eye health

education. Persons over 40, among whom the disease

is most prevalent, were urged to have their eyes exam-

ined regularly at least once every two years.

But the defeat of glaucoma must come from the lab-

oratories of research. Until the basic cause can be deter-

mined, no person entering the middle ages of life will

be safe from its onset. No industrial worker who has

spent decades acquiring a valued skill can assume that

today his livelihood will not be threatened as he ap-

proaches his most productive prime. No employer can

be certain that the key individuals— in the shop, in the

office or in the field—will not face early retirement.

The challenge which must be shared, then, includes

support for research into the causes of glaucoma.

Any far-seeing individual or corporation setting aside



$10,000 for glaucoma research iii 1956 makes a major

contribution to American life.

Cataract: A Major Foe

Cataracts are a common source of blindness among the

people of the United States today, with more men and

women blind for this reason than for any other. In this

disease, parts of the lens of the eye, through which light

rays must travel to be focused on the retina, become

opaque, blocking vision.

What causes cataracts, no one knows today, although

new studies made possible as funds become available,

may shed important light on the subject. Further, there

is but one known cure: surgery. Almost all persons with

cataracts can, through surgery, enjoy full or partial

restoration of vision, yet . . .

Many people, needlessly blind, postpone acceptance

of recommended surgery until it is too late . . . and many
other people are victimized by quack advertisers of

pills, ointments and other alleged “cures,” which cure

nothing and serve only to delay the surgery.

In 1955, the New York Community Trust made to

the National Society a grant of money from the Arthur

Griggs Fund which will make possible a detailed inves-
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tigation into the hidden reasons which lead people to

a\oid the one treatment which can save their sight.

Research studies in the electrophysiology of the eye,

now under way with the support of a National Society

grant, point hopefully toward increasingly effective de-

termination of which cataract patients will benefit from

surgery. Other studies, all made possible because

thoughtful individuals recognize the richness of the

return in knowledge accruing from gifts made for re-

search, are attacking still more causes of blindness.

The Yield of Research

For it is to science— its men, its women, its tools and

its methods— that we must look for the defeat of the

other forms which blindness takes— retinal detachment,

uveitis, retinitis pigmentosa, optic ner\e atrophy and

the other diseases which darken human sight.

Investment in research pays fantastically good di\ i-

dends: the final studies in retrolental fibroplasia,

through which oxygen’s potentially destructive rela-

tionship to infants’ vision was discovered . . . the studies

which defeated this particular form of the enemy, in-

volved a total expenditure of relatively few dollars!

What a yield . . . and what a human profit!



Prevention Means Action

Since 1908, when its work began, the National Society for the Prevention of Blindness,

mobilizing the fruits of research and energizing them tvith the strength of an informed

public, has worked to set them in motion. Here, too, 1955 was a fruitful year.

ITEM OF PROGRESS : Oiic of the tell recently organ-

ized state committees of the National Society -Connec-

ticut’s—became the Society’s first full-time, active Chap-

ter, with community branches in nine cities. Surging

interest in other states, by the end of the year, made it

clear that 1956 would see the establishment of more

full-time Chapters, with more branches, more oppor-

tunities for local vision testing of young children, more

emphasis on sound, local industrial eye safety, more

awareness of the value of eye research.

ITEM OF PROGRESS; During 1955, generosity of

members and friends of the National Society made pos-

sible the initiation or continuation of vital eye research

projects in outstanding medical centers. No single in-

vestigator could be expected to hit upon a magic secret

which would make blindness a thing of the past; each

added something to the body of science which will some

dav accomplish this desirable result.

ITEM OF PROGRESS; Last year, 271 new charters

were issued for Wise Owl Club chapters in industry. A

Wise Owl is an employee who has saved his own sight

by having the foresight to be wearing (not merely

possessing) protective eye equipment at the time of

an otherwise sight-robbing accident. As of the end of

the year, nearly 9,000 Wise Owls had been enrolled by

the National Society— each representing a provable

saving of human sight, each representing an economic

gain for business, each representing an immeasurable

amount of family welfare. This NSPB activity, started

in 1947, is now under way in 1,408 industrial plants

with a working force of 2,000,000 men and women.

ITEM OF PROGRESS; Prevention of blindness activi-

ties carried on by scores of unaffiliated private and pub-

lic agencies throughout the United States were assisted

by the National Society, through consultation, supply

of materials or cooperation of staff members.
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ITEM OF PROGRESS; Recogiiiziiig the pioneering

role of the National Society in winning suitable educa-

tional advantages for the nation’s partially seeing

children, the newly formed American Legion Child

Welfare Foundation made an initial grant of funds to

the Society for the production of a motion picture to

be used in the preparation of teachers who work with

\ isually handicapped children. Four special summer
workshops were conducted, with the Society’s coopera-

tion, in outstanding educational institutions.

ITEM OF PROGRESS; Through the quarterly publica-

tion of the “Sight-Saving Review,” the National Society

assembled and circulated, through the most effective

professional channels, up-to-date information in all

areas of sight-saving work. Regular circulation of the

“Prevention of Blindness News,” which reached a sig-

nificantly larger readership, served throughout 1955 to

strengthen the hands and efforts of some 6,500 sight

conservation workers located throughout the U.S.

ITEM OF PROGRESS: Distribution of educational ma-

terial, a \'ital link between a good sight-saving idea and

those who need to be aware of its existence, reached

an all-time peak in 19.55. Pamphlets and folders, in high

quantity thousands, were made available to schools,

hospitals, clubs and individuals. Eye health films were

shown in virtually every state, to small groups of inter-

ested laymen, to highly limited meetings of profession-

als and to the broadly concerned, large audiences of

tele\-ision. With the cooperation of the .Advertising

Council, all media of mass communications were mo-
bilized for the nation-wide observance of September.

1955, as “Sight-Saving Month.” The slogan for the

month, as proclaimed hy many state governors and

mayors of cities, was a simple one: “A icorcJ to the tcisa

—Take care of yoar ei/es!"

ITEM OF PROGRESS: Help is inost effective when it

reaches those who need it. During 19.55, thousands of

troubled people, concerned about their own eye prob-

lems or those of their children, appealed to the National

Society for help; every question was answered. Per-

sonal consultation, frequentlv iinolving manv hours of

staff time, was made available to all who sought it.

Hundreds were guided straight to the care they needed

to sa\ e their sight.

ITEM FOR THOUGHT: During 19.55, it was estimated,

more than 27,000 men, women and children in the

United States lost their sight. This fact was stark proof

that the battle is not vet over, that the war against

blindness must go on, that it must be waged with

greater determination than ever.



Gifts that live

beyond life itself

Vital prevention of blindness work accomplished in 1955 was

made possible by thoughtfnl men and women who, during their

lifetimes, had included bequests to the Society in their wills.

Readers of this report who wish to direct their own philan-

thropy into channels of continuing usefulness are invited to

make use of this form of bequest:

“I give and bequeath to the National Society for the Prevention

of Blindness, Inc., a corporation created under the laws of the

State of New York, the sum of dollars for its

corporate purposes.”

SOCIETY
MEMBERSHIP

I

Benefactor: *

$1,000 and over

Patron:

$100-999

I

Sustaining Member:

$50-99

I

Contributing Member:

$10-49

pVj I Subscribing Member:
I *

1 $5-9

.Associate Member:

$2 .00 -4.99
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Summary of Finance

The following statement is based on the report

of Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Company, bv

whom the accounts of the Society were audited.

The work of the Society—research, educa-

tion, and preventive services covering all phases

of sight consersation— is carried on bv a profes-

sional staff qualified to deal with the many tech-

nical facts and procedures involved. Members

of the board of directors and members of the

various special committees who act as consult-

ants on scientific and technical matters serve

entirely without remuneration. All budgets and

e.xpenditures are fully reported to the National

Information Bureau which accredits national

philanthropic agencies.

INCOME DURING I9S5— OPERATING ACCOUNT
Contributions and Memberships 824.5,868.9.3
Winifred Hathaway Memorial Fund ’

99.50
Cradle Memorial Fund 9 ggp 28
For Special Projects jg 320.00
Publications, Sight-Saving Review Subscriptions, Wise Owl

Club Memberships, Vision Testing Charts, Films, Posters,
Honoraria and Royalties 34,905.01

Income, Endowment and Reserve Funds 28,917.51
Income from Trust Funds (not administered by the Societv) 1T893.04

Total Income

EXPENDITURES DURING 1955

Professional Education 8 82,183.21
Research . 36,264.66
Program Development and Consultation Service 29,891.75
Public Education and Program Support 196,606.51
Industrial Program 25,704.39
Glaucoma Program 12,022.35
Cooperation with Other National Agencies 1,769.00
International Cooperation and •Activities 732.12
Administration 24,891.45
Pensions 4,1.38.32

Total E.spenditures

E.xce.ss of E.xpenses—Operating Account

TOTAL RESOURCES AT DECEMBER 31, ISS'^ 8691.716.84

(Includes 314,407.47 Cradle Memorial Fund)

Legacies received in 1955 and placed in Reserx e Fund 165,755.01

Increase—Sale and redemption of securities 24,195.23

8881,667.08

Less

Excess of Expenditures—Operating Account ‘ 66,.503.49

Surplus Adjustment 2,644.97

TOTAL RESOURCES AT DECEMBER 31, I9S5
(Includes ^23,051.15 Cradle Memorial Fund)

8347,700.27

8414,203.76

8 66..503.49

.8812,518.62
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Will you help save some child’s sight?

HERE’S HOW
Regular eye examinations—before starting school and

every school year thereafter

Good eye hahits-proper lighting, erect posture for reading,

no rubbing of eyes with soiled fingers

Recognize possible danger signals of children’s eye trouble-

scpiinting, frecjuent blinking, redness of lids,

stumbling over objects, efforts to brush away blur

Safe play with safe toys

AND REMEMBER
Eve diseases attack young and old alike, with no regard for

one’s station in life. Despite great advances in scientific

knowledge, the actual causes of many common eye diseases

are still unknown. Only through research—and more research-

can these baffling mysteries be solved.

Support the nation-wide campaign to save human sight . . . and

encourage your friends to help, too!

Send your contribution to:

Eugene M. Geddes,

Treasurer

NATIONAL SOCIETY FOR THE

PREVENTION OF BLINDNESS

1790 Broadway

New York 19, New York


